
 
 

Magnetic-type non-reflective screen and  

Accessories specifications 

 Magnetic suction does not reflect the screen (each) 30cm * 30cm 

 Specifications: The current height of 2, respectively, 120cm and 150cm 

 Environmentally friendly matte material, no light reflection, durability and strong 

 Reflectivity less than 10%, can be used as a projection at the same time 

 Light reflectivity is low, reduce eye fatigue 

 The use of natural materials completely pollution-free environment 

 Surface special coating treatment, scratch resistance and stain resistance good book 

 

The current market maximum specifications: high 120cm * 600cm, high 150cm * 600cm 

(surface without seams)  

    

              Actual use of the situation       and          shipping style 

  

1. Whiteboard foam plate rub 

Specifications: Length 15cm * Width 7.3cm * Height 3.5cm 

 High density foam board rub 

 Light weight, wipe the whiteboard effortlessly 

    

 

 

 

 

                     The shipping style is different from the angle 



 Filled whiteboard special pen 

Specifications: There are now blue, red, black, green 4 type, respectively 15 cm 

■ It can be used permanently (ink replenishment) and  

(refill replacement) 

■ stunning length of writing for alcoholic alcoholic ink 

■ After writing a long time, still easy to wipe 

■ For alcoholic alcohol ink, stunning write length, can be repeatedly filled with ink, no need to replace 

the pen 

■ writing distance can go beyond the general whiteboard pen 3-4 times, pen tip damage or wear can 

replace the pen tip 

■ In the state of not covering the lid (8-9 hours), the ink is not easy to dry, replace the tip do not have to 

worry (infiltration) leakage 

■ At home and abroad CE, ISO-9001, SGS test passed 

 

★ It is recommended to shake before use and use again. 

★ For the first time, please press the pen tip for about 30 seconds, until the ink completely penetrate to 

the pen to write. 

★ If you replace the pen tip or make up the ink, please gently press the pen tip up the pen tip, the air out. 

 

The purpose is to discharge the air, it will not have air pressure generated by the situation caused by 

inkjet.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. White board special pen replenishes 

Specifications: There are currently blue, red, black, green 

4 type, respectively, 110 cc 

■ for the alcoholic supplement solution, each bottle 

110cc, can be added about 11 times, affordable 

■ meet the CE standard, through the SGS test, without 

heavy metals, absolutely non-toxic can be used at ease 

 


